**Character Descriptions**

**Tunny** – male, male-identifying, or non-binary, any race, early 20s, range D3-B4
Johnny’s friend who accompanies him to the city and then enlists in the army and travels to the middle east. A dreamer who is easily swayed, first by Johnny's ideas and then by patriotism and the American Dream.

**Will** – male, male-identifying, or non-binary, any race, early 20s, range C#3-A4
Johnny’s friend who stays home in suburbia to take care of his pregnant girlfriend Heather. However, as he stays on the couch and drinks himself into nothing, he becomes disconnected from the world and his relationships.

**Whatsername** – female, female-identifying, or non-binary, any race, early 20s, range F#3- D#5
A girl in the city who falls for Johnny. A rebellious activist who fights to have Johnny embrace their authentic relationship rather than pursue his addiction.

**St. Jimmy** – male, male-identifying, or non-binary, any race, early 20s, range C3-F#5
Johnny's alter ego. The embodiment of toxic masculinity. An enigmatic and charismatic enabler who gets Johnny addicted to drugs.

**Heather** – female, female-identifying, or non-binary, any race, early 20s, range A3-E5
A girl in Suburbia and Will's pregnant girlfriend. Once she settles down with him, she struggles to maintain their relationship with his despondency and eventually leaves him.

**Extraordinary Girl** – female, female-identifying, or non-binary, POC, early 20s, range Bb3-E5
A Middle Eastern girl who appears as a hallucination to Tunny while he’s in the hospital. Attractive and mysterious, she later appears as his nurse and accompanies him home after the war.

**Featured Ensemble:** Many of the ensemble characters in this show have entire songs to themselves. These characters and their songs are as follows:

- **Joshua** – male, male-identifying, or non-binary, any race, early 20s, “Favorite Son”
- **Theo** – male, male-identifying, or non-binary, any race, early 20s, “Too Much Too Soon”
- **Alysha** – female, female-identifying, or non-binary, any race, early 20s, “Too Much Too Soon”
- **Miguel** – male, male-identifying, or non-binary, any race, early 20s, “Rock and Roll Girlfriend”

**Ensemble:** In addition to the featured ensemble, this show requires an additional ensemble of 4-10 people. These individuals will have solo lines and portions of songs, extensive dancing, and, depending on size, multiple small roles.